PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
For many of us, 2020 was the most challenging year we’ve experienced, personally, professionally
and otherwise. But against a difﬁcult background, the year also saw several success stories play
out for Bitcoin Association and Bitcoin SV.
As an organisation, Bitcoin Association made great strides after transitioning to its new Swiss
non-proﬁt structure, adding ﬁrst-class talent in several key departments, as well as establishing
important frameworks and platforms for future growth in the education, policy, media and
developer spaces.
In 2020, we also saw the maturation of several BSV businesses, with start-ups becoming
scale-ups, to go along with the emergence of new entrants in new industry verticals – all
demonstrating in different ways the disruptive potential blockchain technology offers.
Of course, none of this would be possible without the continued growth and development of the
Bitcoin SV network, with great evolution seen in 2020 – including the much-anticipated Genesis
protocol restoration in February which truly unleashed big blocks and unbounded scaling on the
world – so I would like to acknowledge the incredible work of the Bitcoin SV Infrastructure Team.
There’s no doubt that many in our community are anxious to see further progress from
businesses in the Bitcoin SV ecosystem, but with a strong 2020 in the books – as illustrated
throughout the report – I’m conﬁdent that 2021 will be a big year for Bitcoin SV.

Jimmy Nguyen
Founding President,
Bitcoin Association

1. MEMBERS
▪

In its second year, Bitcoin Association transitioned to a non-proﬁt association (Verein) in
Switzerland, which necessitated a new membership structure and for all existing members to
register with the new entity.

▪

Under the new organisational structure, Bitcoin Association introduced three different
categories in which businesses and individuals could participate:
Voting members – organisations that conduct signiﬁcant business and activity on the Bitcoin
SV network, who have made signiﬁcant contributions to the ecosystem and/or have
demonstrated signiﬁcant activity with or contributions to Bitcoin Association.
Non-voting members – organisations who conduct or are interested in conducting business
and activity on the Bitcoin SV network and/or who have made contributions to the Bitcoin SV
ecosystem. In special circumstances, individuals may be considered for non-voting
membership
Afﬁliates – intended for anyone who is interested in learning about Bitcoin SV and/or who
wants to participate in Bitcoin Association initiatives and activities.

▪

In the seven months since transitioning to a Verein, Bitcoin Association has received 945
applications, admitting 362 members and 527 afﬁliates by year-end.

2. BITCOIN SV NETWORK PROGRESS
Feb. 4, 2020

The Bitcoin SV network undergoes its Genesis protocol restoration, unleashing the massive
power of unbounded scaling by removing the default hard cap for block size, in addition to
restoring the full functionality of Bitcoin Script.

May 16, 2020

A new world-record block was processed on the Bitcoin SV network, 369 MB in size and
containing more than 1.3 million transactions. The block was processed by TAAL and generated
0.94 BSV in transaction fees.

Sep. 16, 2020

The Rails release of the Bitcoin SV Node software (v1.0.5) goes live, better enabling the ability to
conduct nano-payments – those as small as a single Satoshi (1/100,000,000th of a single Bitcoin) –
as an economically viable consideration on the Bitcoin SV network.

Nov. 17, 2020

The Bitcoin SV Infrastructure Team releases SPV Channels CE v1.0.0, introducing SPV channels to
Bitcoin SV and facilitating a host of new use cases which rely on true peer-to-peer transactions.

BITCOIN SV NETWORK PROGRESS
▪

In 2020, Bitcoin SV solidiﬁed its position as consistently having
high daily transaction volume compared to the other Bitcoin
networks, consistently outpacing the BTC network and far
surpassing BCH. An average of 660,000 transactions were
recorded on the Bitcoin SV blockchain every day during 2020,
compared to BTC (307,100) and BCH (28,900).

▪

Throughout 2020, Bitcoin SV maintained the highest average
block size across the three competing Bitcoin networks, with an
average block size of 1.69 MB, more than double that of BTC
(816.6 KB) and magnitudes larger than BCH (111.3 KB).

▪

During that period, despite being the most transacted-on
network, Bitcoin SV remained the most cost-effective, with a
median transaction fee of less than 1/50th of a U.S. cent (and
often less than 1/100th of a U.S. cent) in 2020.

AVERAGE DAILY BLOCK SIZE BY NETWORK

AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAILY TRANSACTIONS BY NETWORK

3. EVENTS
▪

Entering 2020, Bitcoin Association had a comprehensive international event strategy,
consisting of:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Hosting Bitcoin Association conferences and events
Partnering with third-parties on major events
Securing speaking opportunities at external events for Association leaders and members
Supporting and sponsoring locally-focused events

▪

In the ﬁrst quarter of the year, Bitcoin Association actively pursued this strategy, with a
schedule that included major events including signiﬁcantly supporting CoinGeek London 2020,
in addition to regionally-focused events in China and Slovenia, as well as smaller engagements
across the world.

▪

In response to the global Covid-19 pandemic, Bitcoin Association pivoted from its initial
strategy, laying out a plan to transition its events programme online – from small events, such
as the variety of webinar series and online meetups Bitcoin Association hosted, right through to
multi-day conferences like the inaugural Bitcoin SV DevCon for both English and Chinese
language markets, and signiﬁcant support for the three-day CoinGeek Live spectacular.

▪

Bitcoin Association also secured lead speaking positions for representatives and member
companies throughout the year, both in-person and online, including the exclusive Ritossa
Global Family Ofﬁce Investment Summits in Dubai.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

CoinGeek London
2020

▪

Bitcoin Association was a headline sponsor at CoinGeek
London 2020, with Founding President Jimmy Nguyen
helping to organise and host the event.

▪

CoinGeek London was the biggest Bitcoin SV event to
date, with almost 1,000 guests attending at London’s Old
Billingsgate.

▪

Many Bitcoin Association member companies presented
during the conference, using the stage for product
announcements and technical demonstrations, as well as
participating in panel discussions with mainstream
business ﬁgures.

▪

Alongside the main conference, Bitcoin Association
arranged several ancillary engagements for its
membership, including a pre-conference BSV Meetup and
a VIP reception, in addition to smaller, targeted
networking events.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

CoinGeek LIVE

▪

Against the backdrop of the global pandemic, the
CoinGeek and Ayre Media teams pivoted from a planned
two-day in-person extravaganza in New York to a three-day
online event, broadcast live from studios in New York and
London.

▪

Bitcoin Association was once again a headline sponsor,
with Founding President Jimmy Nguyen again helping
organise the event and playing host from the New York
studio.

▪

The event saw more than 30,000 viewers from around the
world tune in, with the event centred around the theme of
connecting the world to one global blockchain, Bitcoin SV.

▪

Bitcoin Association member companies representing a
range of different industries presented, both in-person
from our broadcast studios and remotely.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

12th Ritossa Global Family
Ofﬁce Investment Summit

▪

Bitcoin Association led a delegation of Bitcoin SV
companies at the 12th Ritossa Global Family Ofﬁce
Investment Summit in Dubai, UAE.

▪

The closed-door event brings together
ultra-high-net-worth investors and the decision-makers
representing them for two days of discussions centred
on investing for a better world.

▪

Bitcoin Association was joined at the summit by TAAL,
Fabriik, nChain and The Ayre Group.

▪

The event was an important ﬁrst step in laying the
foundation for strategic relationships in the Middle East
region, with several meetings with local business leaders
arranged for the days following the summit.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

13th Ritossa Global Family
Ofﬁce Investment Summit

▪

Following the success of Bitcoin SV businesses at the
12th Ritossa Global Family Ofﬁce Investment Summit,
Bitcoin Association returned for the 13th iteration a
month later with a diverse contingent of member
companies.

▪

Bitcoin Association was joined in Dubai by
representatives from Transmira, GeoSpock, EHR Data,
nChain and UNISOT, all of whom spoke at the
conference – presenting their businesses in keynote
addresses or appearing on panels.

▪

The Bitcoin SV businesses in attendance represented
several key industry verticals and the delegation
parlayed its time at the summit to secure meetings with
regional government and business leaders in the days
that followed.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Bitcoin SV: The blockchain
for business - Slovenia

▪

Building on the success of CoinGeek London 2020, just one week
later in March, Bitcoin Association hosted a one-day conference –
Bitcoin SV: The blockchain for business in Ljubljana, Slovenia.

▪

Bitcoin Association Founding President Jimmy Nguyen hosted the
day, which featured a line-up of some of the preeminent names in
the Bitcoin SV ecosystem before a full-house audience topping 200
guests.

▪

The day was hosted in partnership with CREA - the Slovenia-based
development ﬁrm lauded for their work on the Bitcoin SV node
software – and coincided with the announcement of nChain’s
acquisition of the ﬁrm.

▪

The event featured speakers from across the Bitcoin SV ecosystem,
with several locals, in addition to a number who travelled in from
further aﬁeld, including Andrew Baxter representing Tokenized,
BitBoss CEO Matt Dickson and HandCash co-founder Rafael
Jimenez Seibane.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Bitcoin SV Virtual Meetups

▪

Bitcoin SV Meetups are one of the cornerstone events of the
community.

▪

Hosted by Bitcoin SV enthusiasts the world around, Bitcoin SV
Meetups come in all shapes and sizes, from small gatherings of
a handful of people right through to major social events
alongside CoinGeek conferences.

▪

With the Covid-19 pandemic precluding in-person meetups for
much of 2020, Bitcoin Association empowered local Bitcoin SV
leaders to host virtual editions that still retained a local ﬂavour
– with online events hosted as far apart as Argentina, Wales,
Australia and Spain.

▪

In addition, Bitcoin Association hosted several regional Bitcoin
SV Virtual Meetups, with Founding President Jimmy Nguyen
hosting a line-up of guest speakers in an interactive online
format which attracted hundreds of participants on each
occasion.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

AfricaCom 2020

▪

AfricaCom 2020 took place virtually at the beginning of
November, drawing in several key players from the
business world in Africa – technology and otherwise – to
discuss the continent’s digital future.

▪

Bitcoin Association Founding President Jimmy Nguyen
appeared as a panellist on Africa’s Digital Decade:
Exploring the Big Trends for the Next 10 Years.

▪

Dr Craig S. Wright also presented on Bitcoin SV’s ability
to promote global trade and honesty by enabling safe,
instant transactions at very low cost, speciﬁcally
focusing on the impact that this will have on the
development of markets within Africa. He pointed to the
prevalence of cash payments in vast parts of the
continent as an opportunity for blockchain-led
disruption, a trend he attributed largely to a failure of
penetration by traditional banking institutions.

4. ECOSYSTEM
▪

During the Association’s second year, the Bitcoin SV ecosystem solidiﬁed, with established businesses building out
their service offerings and reﬁning their products, coupled with the emergence of a range of new business verticals.

▪

By the end of 2020, there were over 400 known ventures and projects built on Bitcoin SV, reﬂecting a period of rapid
development in just over one year since Bitcoin SV’s emergence.

▪

Bitcoin Association has dedicated signiﬁcant resources to grassroots initiatives, focused on developing new Bitcoin SV
application ideas, as well as fostering start-up ventures businesses:

■

■

In partnership with nChain, Bitcoin Association hosted the third Bitcoin SV Hackathon in
2020 as a lead-up to CoinGeek Live. The competition attracted hundreds of developers and
generated new application ideas that show signs of having genuine utility, as well as
promising business prospects. The Top-3 ﬁnalists were present during CoinGeek Live for ﬁnal
judging.
Bitcoin Association ran another BSV Venture Pitch Day as part of CoinGeek London; the
Association put out a request for proposals from projects and start-ups within the Bitcoin SV
ecosystem. Ten projects were selected to pitch to a room of experienced and well-capitalised
technology investment professionals, and from those, three were invited to present their
pitch again on the CoinGeek London main stage.

ECOSYSTEM: TRANSACTION PROCESSORS (MINERS)
▪

In 2019, Bitcoin SV emerged as the most proﬁtable Bitcoin chain for transaction processors
(historically known as miners) to be operating on, offering better returns than BTC and BCH on
the majority of days from September 2019 onwards.

▪

In 2020, Bitcoin SV solidiﬁed that position, maintaining its spot as the most proﬁtable Bitcoin
chain to process transactions on, offering better returns than BTC in 8/12 months (with one
month tied).

▪

Transaction processing (mining) pools on the Bitcoin SV network continued to diversify in
2020, with several major new entrants, including Binance Pool.

▪

Bitcoin SV transaction volume consistently grew in 2020, with the Bitcoin SV network
averaging twice as many transactions as BTC and more than 20x larger than BCH.

▪

The introduction of Miner API (mAPI), an interface that connects transaction generators and
transaction processors, made onboarding into the Bitcoin SV transaction economy an easier
process, as well as opening new options for transaction processors and merchants for fees.

ECOSYSTEM: GROUPS/ POOLS THAT MINED BSV IN 2020
▪

AntPool

▪

HashCity

▪

Solomining

▪

Binance Pool

▪

HathorMM

▪

SpiderPool

▪

BTC.com

▪

Huboi

▪

SVPool

▪

CKPOOL

▪

MatterPool

▪

TAAL

▪

CoinGeek

▪

Mempool

▪

UKR Pool

▪

Dpool

▪

Mining-Dutch

▪

ViaBTC

▪

emcd.

▪

Poolin

▪

Zulu Pool

▪

F2Pool

▪

ProHashing

▪

FirePool

▪

SigmaPool

PROFITABILITY FOR TRANSACTION PROCESSING (MINING) ON
BITCOIN SV vs BTC

Number of days in a month where BSV was more proﬁtable than BTC
(USD/Day per 1THash)

ECOSYSTEM: CUSTODY & INSTITUTIONAL WALLETS
▪

Custody providers represent an important aspect of the Bitcoin SV ecosystem and its underlying infrastructure.
They can be entrusted with the storage of digital assets or provide institutional wallet solutions to securely
manage digital assets - particularly for businesses and clients with signiﬁcant holdings.

▪

At the end of 2020, custody or institutional wallet providers that support Bitcoin SV include:

❏

Bequant

❏

Fabriik

❏

Bitcoin Suisse

❏

Fireblocks

❏

Cactus Custody

❏

Kingdom Trust

❏

Copper

❏

Prime Trust

❏

Curv

❏

Vo1t

❏

CYBAVO

5. DEVELOPER INITIATIVES
▪ Bitcoin Association is committed to educating and upskilling the development community for
those working on, or interested in working on, the Bitcoin SV blockchain. This commitment brings
with it two primary beneﬁts for the broader Bitcoin SV ecosystem:
■

■

Fresh talent brings new ideas and innovations to Bitcoin SV, growing the overall community
and strengthening the transaction demand for its blockchain.
With the Bitcoin SV ecosystem continuing to mature, existing companies are growing and
need new talent to support this growth.

▪ In 2020, Bitcoin Association hosted the inaugural Bitcoin SV DevCon – a two-day developer
conference for educating those working with the Bitcoin SV blockchain – hosted in partnership
with WeAreDevelopers. The following month, Bitcoin Association ran a Chinese-language version
in partnership with the Chinese Software Developer Network (CSDN), China’s largest online
community for software developers.
▪ Bitcoin Association also hosted the 3rd edition of the Bitcoin SV Hackathon in 2020 (as a lead up to
CoinGeek Live), attracting more than 400 participants in an eight-week virtual competition,
as they competed for a share of a $100,000 BSV prize pool.
▪ In addition, Bitcoin Association made a major investment in building the Bitcoin SV Wiki,
announced in February 2020 at CoinGeek London.

BITCOIN SV HACKATHON
Bitcoin Association ran the 3rd Bitcoin SV Hackathon in 2020 (as a lead up to CoinGeek Live), attracting more than 400
participants from all over the world. Shifting the format from previous competitions, the 3rd Bitcoin SV Hackathon was
conducted with an eight-week virtual coding period, resulting in entries that were more ambitious, yet far more complete
and polished, than seen in previous Hackathons.
▪

3rd Bitcoin SV Hackathon

▪

Virtual Competition: June 23 – August
18, 2020

▪

Theme: Connecting the world to one
global blockchain

▪

Prize pool: $100,000 in BSV

▪

Participants: 400+

▪

Results
Winner: RepZip
2nd place: STOTASK
3rd place: Kyrt

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Bitcoin SV DevCon

▪

In 2020, Bitcoin Association hosted the inaugural Bitcoin
SV DevCon – a two-day virtual developer conference
centred on educating developers about working with the
Bitcoin SV blockchain.

▪

The event was produced in partnership with
WeAreDevelopers, a leading online community platform
for developers with a track record of producing best in
class educational resources and events.

▪

Over the two days, Bitcoin SV DevCon welcomed more
than 10,000 unique participants from more than 80
countries, 60% of whom were new to developing with
blockchain technologies.

▪

Speakers included leaders from across the Bitcoin SV
ecosystem, including Jimmy Nguyen, Steve Shadders,
Xiaohui Liu, Owen Vaughn, Brenton Gunning, Rafa
Jimenez Seibane and Ryan X. Charles.

DEVELOPER
PROGRAMME

DotCamp for BSV

▪

Bitcoin Association was a joint partner on
Dotcamp for BSV, a January 2020 event hosted in
conjunction with DotWallet in Fuzhou, China.

▪

The weekend-long bootcamp was held as part of an
ongoing commitment to develop the already thriving
Bitcoin SV community in China.

▪

The event focused on developing technical expertise
amongst attendees, aimed at promoting new
understandings that can help facilitate further innovation
on the Bitcoin SV blockchain.

▪

The event was held as a follow-up to the success of Bitcoin
Association’s December 2019 China roadtrip, which
generated the conﬁdence to hold another major event in
China within a short time period.

DEVELOPER
PROGRAMME

Cambrian SV Bootcamp

▪

In February 2020, CambrianSV hosted the second edition of its
boot camp in Lisbon, Portugal. CoinGeek sponsored this second
CambrianSV event and sent its media team to do coverage.

▪

It followed the successful ﬁrst edition in 2019 (which was
sponsored by Bitcoin Association), which brought together 30
developers in Bali, Indonesia for a week-long event designed for
developers to learn, collaborate and work on their projects.

▪

The event also serves as an intensive training environment, with
lessons and masterclasses provided to improve the technical
knowledge and abilities of the selected class, as they develop
their applications and projects.

▪

Competition for places at the event was once again high, with 30
developers again selected to attend.

BITCOIN SV WIKI
▪

At CoinGeek London 2020, Bitcoin Association President Jimmy
Nguyen & nChain CTO Steve Shadders announced the
organisation’s new Bitcoin SV Wiki.

▪

The Wiki represents a signiﬁcant achievement for Bitcoin
Association and nChain, both of whom have invested signiﬁcant
time and resource into its development.

▪

Representing one of the Association’s efforts to combat
the misinformation surrounding Bitcoin that is online
and in media, the Wiki will serve as a comprehensive
resource developed to educate developers and the general public alike.

▪

The Wiki also chronicles the true history of Bitcoin, as well as summarizes the
technologies, services and functions which contribute to its ecosystem.

▪

Bitcoin Association is delighted to see this project come to fruition and encourages all
of our members to visit it at wiki.bitcoinsv.io

6. TECHNICAL STANDARDS
▪

In September 2019, Bitcoin Association announced its intent to create an industry Technical
Standards Committee (TSC). An ofﬁcial public call for interest was issued shortly thereafter.

▪

An initial meeting was held in London from January 13-17, as part of a ﬁve-day formation
workshop for the TSC.

▪

The TSC’s mission statement is:
To promote technical excellence and improve Bitcoin SV utility by enhancing interoperability
through standardisation by:
- Facilitating industry participation in the development of global standards.
- Ensuring technical standards are maintained and freely available.

▪

In June, Steve Shadders, Technical Director of the Bitcoin SV Infrastructure Team, was
announced as Chair of the committee, in addition to ten founding members, all serving on a
three-year term.

▪

The committee members represent seven countries, four continents and diverse sectors of the
Bitcoin SV ecosystem – including wallets, mining, application development, token solutions,
venture investment and banking.

Bitcoin SV Technical Standards Committee members

James Belding
CEO, Tokenized

Steve Shadders

Angus Brown

Co-founder & CEO,
Centbee

Ryan X. Charles
Founder,
MoneyButton

Committee Chair
CTO, nChain

Justin Laue

Founder and Chief Scientist,
Bitboss

Bitcoin SV Technical Standards Committee members

Andy Mee

Masumi Hamahira

James Mcleod

Executive advisor for the
Islamic Banking Window,
MUFG Bank

CTO, The Hopper

Solution strategist,
nChain

Alex Fauvel

Kalev Truusalu

Lin Zheming

Founder & general partner,
Two Hop Ventures

COO, Domineum

Co-founder & CEO,
Mempool and Dotwallet

BITCOIN SV TECHNICAL STANDARDS COMMITTEE:
WEBSITE LAUNCH
▪

In November, the Bitcoin SV Technical Standards Committee
launched its dedicated website (tsc.bitcoinassociation.net).

▪

The website launched coincided with the ﬁrst proposed
standard from the committee – a standard data format for
Merkle inclusion proofs - reaching the public review phase.

▪

The public review phase, including the ability to make
submissions and all of the required resources, are available on
the committee’s website, as is a tracker to follow the progress
of various standards through the drafting and approval
process.

▪

With the infrastructure and processes for formulating and
progressing standards now ﬁrmly in place, in 2021, the
committee intends to broaden the number and scope of its
work, with standards currently underway for paymail,
envelope speciﬁcation and travel rule speciﬁcation.

7. EDUCATION
▪

Education is a key tenet of the work that Bitcoin Association conducts,
with the Association pursuing a multi-faceted strategy designed to reach
and empower as many people as possible with the power of the original
Bitcoin protocol.

▪

Bitcoin Association invested heavily in the creation of Bitcoin SV
Academy, a dedicated online Bitcoin learning platform with
academia-style courses and resources.

▪

Bitcoin Association continued its work with several leading academic
institutions around the world, highlights of which in 2020 included:

▪

Bitcoin Association’s ongoing relationship with the
Cambridge University Metanet Society, an organisation led
by Robin Kohze – the inaugural Satoshi Nakamoto scholar.

▪

The series of lectures Bitcoin Association gave at Renmin
University in China.

▪

Developing the world’s ﬁrst Bitcoin SV massive open online
course (MOOC) with Saxion University of Applied Sciences
in the Netherlands.

ACADEMIA

Bitcoin SV Academy

▪

In December, Bitcoin Association launched Bitcoin SV
Academy – a dedicated online education platform for Bitcoin,
offering academia-quality, university-style courses and
learning materials.

▪

The Academy was created to make learning about Bitcoin –
the way creator Satoshi Nakamoto designed it - accessible,
accurate and understandable.

▪

Courses are available in their entirety online and offered in
three streams:
▪
Bitcoin Theory
▪
Bitcoin Development
▪
Bitcoin Infrastructure

▪

Within each stream, courses are offered at introductory,
intermediate and advanced levels.

▪

The ﬁrst course Introduction to Bitcoin Theory launched in
December, with the introductory module for Bitcoin
Development launched in Q1 2021 and Bitcoin Infrastructure
expected in Q2 2021.

ACADEMIA

Saxion University MOOC

▪

In February 2021, Bitcoin Association launched the
world’s ﬁrst Bitcoin SV-focused massive open online
course (MOOC) in partnership with Saxion University of
Applied Sciences in the Netherlands.

▪

The course had been in development throughout 2020
as a collaboration between Saxion University staff and
academics, Bitcoin Association team members, as well as
experts from the wider Bitcoin SV ecosystem.

▪

The course is the ﬁrst of four planned MOOCs to be
produced in partnership between Bitcoin Association
and Saxion University.

▪

The MOOCs will be available to everyone free of charge
and can be completed in students’ own time.

ACADEMIA

▪

Satoshi Nakamoto Scholarship

Bitcoin Association announced the creation of the Satoshi Nakamoto Scholarship in 2020 – a ﬁnancial award to
support the study and technological development of blockchain applications made possible by Bitcoin SV.

▪

The ﬁrst recipient was Robin Kohze, a second-year
human genomics PhD student at Cambridge University
and also the founder of the Cambridge University
Metanet Society.

▪

Kohze was the 2nd place winner at Bitcoin Association’s
second Hackathon (at CoinGeek Seoul 2019) with his
HIVE project, a Bitcoin SV-powered information
incentive system based on molecular dynamics.

▪

Kohze has gone on to found the Vaionex Corporation, an
organisation offering several blockchain-based
platforms for application education and development.

▪

In 2021, the Association renewed the scholarship to
Kohze for a second year.

8. PUBLIC POLICY
▪

In 2020, Bitcoin Association continued the public policy work it started during its ﬁrst year. The
Association seeks to advise government agencies and lawmakers on how best to build a more
lawful and regulation-friendly business ecosystem, while also encouraging and facilitating
innovation in both digital currency and blockchain technologies.

▪

To support these goals, Bitcoin Association works with a prominent Washington DC public affairs
ﬁrm to represent the interests of the Association, its members, as well as the broader digital asset
community. This has resulted in an ongoing series of opportunities to work with and present to
leading senior lawmakers.

▪

Bitcoin Association advised during the drafting phase of the landmark Digital Assets Business Bill
2020 in Antigua & Barbuda, which introduced a comprehensive legislative and regulatory
framework to govern businesses within its jurisdiction operating in the digital asset space.

▪

In 2021, Bitcoin Association hired its ﬁrst dedicated internal legal counsel and public policy
manager, to advise on the Association’s legal and regulatory affairs, as well as on public policy
matters (with a focus on Europe).

▪

In early 2021, Bitcoin Association launched a new law and policy content initiative, headlined by an
interview series Blockchain Policy Matters.

9. CHINA
▪

China continues to be an important market for both Bitcoin Association
and Bitcoin SV, with a thriving domestic ecosystem of developers,
transaction processors (miners), investors and enthusiasts.

▪

In July 2020, Bitcoin Association partnered with the Chinese Software
Developer Network (CSDN) to launch the Bitcoin SV Developer Zone,
providing their 31 million users a dedicated open education platform to
learn about working on the Bitcoin SV blockchain.

▪

In August, again in partnership with CSDN, Bitcoin Association hosted
the ﬁrst Bitcoin SV DevCon: China – a two-day virtual developer
conference hosted entirely in Chinese, the featured several leading
ﬁgures from the local and international Bitcoin SV and tech community.

▪

Bitcoin Association arranged for a series of lectures at Renmin University
in Beijing, including special guests such as Bitcoin Association’s
Ambassador for China, Lin Zheming (CEO of DotWallet and Mempool).

10. MEDIA & CONTENT
▪

Media and content – both ﬁrst and third-party – is an important component of Bitcoin
Association’s work in raising the awareness of Bitcoin SV as a technology, as well as the
businesses that are building with its blockchain.

▪

To support Bitcoin Association expanding its efforts in this space, in 2020, it appointed Alex
Speirs as its ﬁrst Head of Communications to oversee the content, media and public affairs
efforts of the Association and its membership.

▪

The Association was successful in securing mainstream earned media placement and
inclusion for Bitcoin Association representatives and member companies throughout the
year.

▪

In parallel, the Association built out its own content strategy and efforts, including regular indepth coverage of industry news and updates, business-focused case studies, technical
content, ambassador proﬁles, as well as an extensive video portfolio.

▪

Bitcoin Association also ofﬁcially launched the BitcoinSV.com website in early 2020, providing
a master portal and directory about Bitcoin SV for audience-appropriate information for
anyone to learn about any aspect of the ecosystem.

▪

In 2021, Bitcoin Association will expand its content efforts further, with new areas of focus in
the legal and policy space, as well as an expansion of technical content.

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Fundstrat Global Advisors
Fundstrat Global Advisors, the market
research ﬁrm co-founded by leading Wall
Street strategist Thomas Lee, released a
pair of Insight market research reports into
Bitcoin SV in 2020.
February 18, 2020
Bitcoin SV – Metanet: Beyond digital
money, towards an on-chain internet
July 28, 2020
BSV - Business use cases of the Bitcoin SV
blockchain

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Fox Business – Varney & Co.
December 3, 2020
Jimmy Nguyen joins Varney & Co.

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
CNBC Arabia
October 27, 2020
Jimmy Nguyen joins CNBC Arabia

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
ZDNet
June 19, 2020
Maxthon releases version 6 beta of its
Bitcoin SV-based browser
April 27, 2020
Twitter alternative Twetch now lets you
tip commentators and force trolls to pay
February 3, 2020
Will Genesis upgrade signal the
beginning of the Bitcoin ﬁnancial
powerhouse?

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
City A.M.
February 25, 2020
Jimmy Nguyen: a new dawn for blockchain
September 22, 2020
Crypto AM shines its spotlight on CoinGeek Live
July 31, 2020
'A Day in the Life' of Jimmy Nguyen- Founding President,
Bitcoin Association

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Coin Telegraph
September 30, 2020
Blockchain will stay a buzzword until
everyone unites behind one chain
July 16, 2020
Singapore’s National Payments System
Can Guide Global Crypto Adoption
May 20, 2020
Monster 369MB block processed on
Bitcoin SV

CONTENT HIGHLIGHTS
Bitcoin Association Ambassador series
Bitcoin Association ran a campaign throughout the
year proﬁling several of our Bitcoin Association
Ambassadors.
The series featured video interviews coupled with a
substantial written feature that looked into the
different backgrounds our Ambassadors come
from, the businesses they inﬂuence, as well as their
own personal connection to Bitcoin SV and the
work they do to promote that message in their
native countries.

CONTENT HIGHLIGHTS
Bitcoin SV use cases
With the range of applications of Bitcoin SV
technology emerging across a plethora of industry
verticals, in 2020, Bitcoin Association started
preparing in-depth use cases of businesses from
the ecosystem.

BITCOINSV.COM LAUNCH
▪

Following a signiﬁcant internal effort, Bitcoin Association
ofﬁcially launched the new BitcoinSV.com website in early
2020, following a soft-launch on Bitcoin SV Independence
Day in November 2019.

▪

BitcoinSV.com will serve as the master portal for everything
Bitcoin SV, with accurate information and links to
comprehensive resources for all audiences.

▪

The website has up-to-date content, information and
resource links, suitable for everyone from developers,
enterprise executives, transaction processors, investors and
every-day users.

▪

The BitcoinSV.io website will continue to operate but as a
technical site for developers who need information about the
Bitcoin SV Node software and technical infrastructure.

11. TEAM
▪

In 2020, Bitcoin Association continued to build out its global team, with senior and strategic
hires made across several key departments.

▪

Recognising the global nature of the Bitcoin SV ecosystem, Bitcoin Association appointed two
new regional managers in 2020: Ella Qiang – Southeast Asia and Patrick Prinz – Europe (Patrick
also serves as the Association’s Operations Manager, working out of its Zug ,Switzerland
headquarters).

▪

Bitcoin Association also appointed Bryan Daugherty as its ﬁrst technical outreach specialist for
North America, to grow enterprise engagement and education around the capabilities of the
Bitcoin SV data network. In 2021, the Association will look to expand its own resources in this
area with further regional hires.

▪

With the Association’s activities in the education space growing, several full-time hires were
made to support this, in addition to bringing in ecosystem participants in part-time and
advisory roles – with further hires expected in this area in 2021.

▪

As Bitcoin Association builds out its content and public relations efforts, it also appointed Alex
Speirs as its ﬁrst Head of Communications.

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Calvin Ayre

Founding, Ayre Group
Founder, CoinGeek

Stephan Matthews
Chairman, TAAL

Jodok Wicki

Partner, CMS von Eriach
Poncet Ltd

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION TEAM

Jimmy Nguyen

Patrick Prinz

Lise Li

Founding President

Europe & operations
manager

Regional manager
for China

Ella Qiang

Alex Speirs

Martin Coxall

Regional manager
for Southeast Asia

Head of
Communications

Senior marketing
manager

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION TEAM

Raylene Wilson

Aaron Zhou

Technical
programme manager

Technical outreach
specialist China

Bryan Daugherty

Laura Gillard

Technical outreach
specialist for North America

Executive &
marketing Assistant

Evan Freeman
Curriculum
specialist

Liz Louw

Content marketing
specialist

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION TEAM

Brendan Lee
Training &
development
manager

Connor Murray

Joshua Henslee

Julie Gaudreau
Technical standards
project coordinator

Content contributor

Content
contributor(2020)

Kapil Jain

Curriculum contributor

12. BITCOIN ASSOCIATION AMBASSADORS
In Year 2, Bitcoin Association appointed three new Bitcoin Association Ambassadors to advocate for
Bitcoin SV across the globe. These Ambassadors now represent 21 countries and territories worldwide.

Singapore

Jeff Chen

Founder & CEO, Maxthon

Malaysia

Masumi Hamahira
Executive advisor for the
Islamic Banking Window,
MUFG Bank

Canada

Johnny Jaswal

Managing director and general
counsel,
Jaswal Institute

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION AMBASSADORS

Argentina

Maria Eugenia Lopez
Senior UX designer,
Money Button

China

Lin Zheming

Co-founder & CEO, Mempool
Co-founder & CEO, DotWallet

Australia

Eli Afram

CTO,
LAYER2 Technologies

Germany

Stefan Landrock
Founder,
Salon.io and B2029.org

Brazil

Esthon Medeiros
Founder & CEO,
RioBlockchain

Germany

Josh Petty

Founder & CEO,
Twetch

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION AMBASSADORS

Israel

Daniel Lipshitz
Founder & CEO,
GAP600

Panama

Atilla Aros
CEO,
MatterCloud

Japan

Ken Shishido

Tokyo Bitcoin Ventures

Russia

Alexander Shulgin

Visionary, investor, composer,
founder & CEO,
Gruppa Kompaniy Familia

Netherlands

Jan Smit

Founder & general partner,
Two Hop Ventures

Scandinavia

Stephan Nilsson
Co-founder & CEO,
UNISOT

BITCOIN ASSOCIATION AMBASSADORS

Slovenia

Matej Trampuš
Co-founder & CTO,
CREA

Spain

Alex Agut

Co-founder & CEO,
HandCash

South Africa

Lorien Gamaroff
Co-founder & CEO,
Centbee

USA

Ryan X. Charles
Founder,
Money Button

South Korea

Sam Chi

President,
Landmark Asia Holdings

USA

Billy Rose

Co-founder & CMO,
Twetch.com

13. OUTLOOK FOR 2021
▪

In 2021, the Association will continue to focus on its primary goal of supporting the growth, uptake and
understanding of the Bitcoin SV blockchain and BSV digital currency.

▪

Continue building the technical infrastructure which underpins Bitcoin SV, including
the Association’s work with nChain and the Bitcoin SV Infrastructure Team.

▪

Work with businesses, governments, regulators, service providers, enterprises and
users within the Bitcoin SV ecosystem to support their needs and development.

▪

Increase the expanse of our outreach programmes to businesses and developers
outside of the Bitcoin SV ecosystem by building out our educational, technical, policy
and onboarding resources, as well as demonstrating the tangible beneﬁts of building
on the Bitcoin SV blockchain.

▪

Foster existing and build new relationships with the international business community
– particularly through our team of growing technical outreach specialists - to further
educate them about the use cases and beneﬁts of building on the Bitcoin SV
blockchain.

OUTLOOK FOR 2021
▪

In 2021, Bitcoin Association will build on the platforms established for Bitcoin education, with
several new courses and modules planned for Bitcoin SV Academy, in addition to a pair of
MOOCs to be launched in Q1 and Q3 in partnership with Saxion University of Applied
Sciences.

▪

Bitcoin Association will look to repeat the success of the Bitcoin SV DevCons held in 2020,
with English and Chinese-language versions both planned for 2021, as well as the 4th Bitcoin
SV Hackathon.

▪

Bitcoin Association expects to continue to build on its public policy work, with more content
in this domain planned to give a more public-facing side to this important ongoing
undertaking.

▪

After a strong ﬁrst year under its new Swiss structure, Bitcoin Association expects to
continue to build and diversify its membership in line with the growth of the wider Bitcoin
SV ecosystem.

▪

To support its ambitious 2021 agenda, Bitcoin Association expects to grow its own internal
resources and teams, with key hires anticipated in the education, legal and communications
teams.

Thank you, Calvin Ayre!
Calvin Ayre and his CoinGeek organisation ﬁnancially support the
Association’s activities for the beneﬁt of the entire Bitcoin SV ecosystem.
We could not do our work without Calvin’s support and his belief in
Bitcoin SV.

Join us on our journey to
advance business with Bitcoin SV.

